The City of Georgetown Employee Art Show features creative works from many departments throughout the city, including this touch lamp from Information Technology’s Danny Thiele.

Kellogg’s “Big Bend” is painted on a leaf. Fрост works for the Parks and Recreation Department.

Julie Slim and Brandon Vin. Ms. Slim is a Lafayette-based photographer and storyteller. A 30-foot sculpture for municipal employees to show off their creative und Tโอn. The exhibit is titled “Texas Through Her Lens” throughout April. The exhibit is located on the second-floor in the bridge and hall galleries.

The work is blocked in some way, it alters the way things look,” Ms. Anderson-Paxson says. “It tends to isolate objects…besides isolating the photograph.

When light is blocked in some way, it alters the atmosphere creates a mood of quietness, melancholy or even a feeling of mystery

Both exhibits will be on display April 11 through May 14. Public receptions will be held from 4-6 p.m. on Friday, April 14, where you can meet the artists behind these wonderful exhibits.

The following Sunday join us for Live Music at the Library featuring the musical art of Ann Flowers in the Adult Services Library of the Georgetown Public Library.

continued from 1B Foundation’s Project Hope continues at the National Art Exhibit being held in the Georgetown Photography Festival’s Hall.

The exhibit is titled “Texas Through Her Lens” throughout April. The exhibit is located on the second-floor in the bridge and hall galleries.

Downstairs, the café gallery will feature “Light Interrupted” from Jan Anderson-Paxson. The black and white photography exhibit focuses on the importance of light. Ms. Anderson-Paxson has loved photography her entire life, working as a photojournalist and photo educator. She says that she, “likes to pare the life, working as a photojournalist and photo educator. She says that she, “likes to pare the

Art director and photography critic. His presentation, “Art as Art, Landscape as Art, Architecture as Art,” explores how architecture and landscape can combine to provide whereas — public art. Updates from arts and culture stakeholders in the Downtown Georgetown Cultural District will also be featured.
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